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PERISCOPE
Data protection, freedom and protection of privacy
IPA use personal data of customers and website visitors necessary for supply of its
services and management of its customer portfolio.
In accordance with the provision of the 6 January 1978 French law relating to
information technology, files and civil liberties, the automated processing of personal
data carried out using this Internet website is subject to a declaration to the CNIL and
IPA’s customers have the right at any time to access, modify, correct and delete
their personal data.
This right can be exercised by contacting the webmaster on line at the following
address info@playsharp.pro or at the following postal address: IPA, 46 rue Blatin
63000 Clermont-Ferrand.

Intellectual property rights
IPA and its partners are the exclusive worldwide holders of all intellectual property
rights concerning both the structure and the content of the website
www.playsharp.pro.
Presentation of the website and each of its elements including domain name,
trademarks, logos, brand names, design, illustrations, photographs, wording,
graphics and other files are protected by the current laws on intellectual property and
belong to IPA.
No material from the website may by copied, reproduced, modified, republished,
uploaded, distorted, transmitted or distributed in any way, on any support, in total or
in part without IPA’s prior written consent except for personal and non-commercial
use.
Any other use without IPA’s consent would constitute an infringement of its rights and
in particular a counterfeiting under article L 355-2 of the intellectual property French
Code.
The following note must appears on any authorized copy of all or part of the content
of the website: “©Copyright IPA”

Hypertext links
The website www.playsharp.pro contains hypertext links giving access to other
websites not published or edited by IPA and not controlled by IPA.
The existence of a hyperlink of the website towards others websites does not
constitute a validation of these websites or their content.
It is for the internet user to use the information with discernment and critical mind.
Therefore, IPA does not accept any liability with regard to the content of these
website.

Liability
Data accessible through the website www.playsharp.pro are only given for
information
IPA makes no warranty, express or implied, and declines all responsibility for the use
of such information or data.
Internet user shall be solely liable for the use of such information or data.
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IPA reserves the right to modify at any time and at its sole discretion the present
legal information in particular by updating the website.
Internet user are also informed that using the services accessible on the website
www.playsharp.pro and buying products marketed by IPA through de website
www.playsharp.pro implies the acceptance without reservation of all IPA’s General
Terms and Conditions of Sale which the customers acknowledge having taken note
before confirming.

Applicable law and Courts of justice
The website www.playsharp.pro and its terms of use are subject to the French Law.
Any lawsuit pertaining to the website’s use or any information it contains is ruled by
French Law and submitted to the exclusive competency of French Courts and shall
fall within the jurisdiction of the appropriate court that reports to the Riom Court of
Appeal (Cour d’appel).
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